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Implementation of a plastically dissipated energy criterion for three 
dimensional modeling of fatigue crack growth 
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1. Introduction 

A major source of failure in engineering structures is due to fa 
tigue crack propagation as a result of cyclic loading. The fatigue 
lifetime consists of acrack initiation stage. crack propagation stage 
and final failure. In engineering components and structures with 
inherent crack like defects at the onset of service, the propagation 
phase represents the fa tigue life [1]. The classical approach to life 
prediction is based on fracture mechanics. where the rate of crack 
propagation is related to the cycl ic stress intensity factor [2 J. In Of
der to minimize and replace such expensive and time consuming 
experimental characterization of fatigue crack growth. there has 
been an increasing research interest towards physical modeling 
and prediction of fatigue life in terms of continuum and micro
structural variables [3- 11 J. Life prediction models based on energy 
dissipation criterion is one of the several avenues proposed to pre
dict fatigue crack propagation [8.10.11 J. 

Modeling of fatigue crack extension based on the critical plastic 
dissipation criterion dates back to the work of Rice 13J and has 
si nce been the topic of numerous analytical [4.5.12.13J. experi
mental [14-17J and numerical investigations [6.10.1 1.18 J. The 
plastically dissipated energy can be directly linked to the accumu 
lation of plastic stra in [3J. In meta ls for example. plastic stra in is 
due to dislocation motion. which is associated with fatigue 131 . 
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Turner [19,20J proposed using the rate of energy dissipation as a 
measure of the ductile tearing resistance. Dissipated energy cri te
ria have been shown to be versatile both at the microscopic and 
macroscopic analysis of fatigue [2 11. and a comparative assess
ment of the dissipated energy and other fatigue criteria can be 
found in [8J. The energy based approach to fatigue crack growth 
was developed by Weertman [51. considering a uniform edge dislo
cation distribution at the crack tip. Based on the work of Bodner 
et .11. [12[ . Klingbeil 16J proposed a technique for predicting fatigue 
crack growth in terms of the per-cycle rate of plastic energy dissi
pated in the reverse plastic zone. He used the fi nite element (FE) 
method to evaluate the plastically dissipated energy around a 
non-propagati ng crack under mode I loading. Daily and Klingbeil 
PJ later extended this method to stationary cracks under mixed 
mode fatigue loading. Experimental results [17J have shown that 
the plastically dissipated energy can be used to determine crack 
propagation rates under both constant amplitude and variable 
amplitude cyclic loading. Based on Klingbei l's theory [6J. Smith 
j 18J investigated the applicability of the dissipated energy crite
rion for predicting delayed retardation effects following a single 
tensile overload. The results from his 3D boundary layer FE model 
however showed mesh dependency. This was due to an arbitrary 
crack propagation rate that was speCified in the simulation and 
the actual ctack propagation rate was not directly obtained from 
the FE analysis. The rate was obta ined based on a relationship be
tween the dissipated energy from the FE model and the crack prop
agation rate obtained from experimental data. 

http://crossmark.dyndns.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.ijfatigue.2013.04.011&domain=pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijfatigue.2013.04.011
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http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01421123
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Fig. 1. Crack tip with the associated dissipation domain and illustration of iterative 
scheme to determine the discrete crack propagation rate DajN. The dissipation 
domain, D, moves with the crack tip. 

An alternative approach to predict fatigue crack propagation 
rate directly from FE simulations based on the plastically dissi
pated energy criterion was proposed in Ref. [11]. Results from a 
two dimensional (2D) plane strain analysis were presented for fa
tigue crack growth rate changes due to negative load ratios, as well 
as single and multiple tensile overloads. Qualitative agreement 
with experimentally observed rates was shown for these selected 
load cases. 

This work describes 3D extensions of the earlier developed 2D 
scheme presented in Ref. [11] to predict crack propagation in low 
cycle fatigue regime based on the plastically dissipated energy.1 

The 3D model enables the prediction of tunneled crack profiles. 
The focus of this work is a qualitative investigation of 3D propaga
tion via numerical simulation. 

A quantitative evaluation of fatigue crack propagation based on 
the plastically dissipated energy criterion requires further careful 
experimental investigations and validation which will be ad
dressed in future studies [22]. The following section presents a 
brief description of the numerical scheme used in this study to 
simulate cyclic crack growth based on the plastically dissipated 
energy. 

2. Numerical scheme for predicting cyclic crack growth rate 

2.1. Dissipated energy and dissipation domain 

The numerical scheme proposed in Ref. [11] for predicting cyc
lic crack propagation rate is founded on the premise that, from a 
continuum perspective, fatigue crack advances by cyclic material 
degradation in a process zone near the crack tip (see, for example, 
Ref. [23]). If the material is ductile (e.g., ductile metals and poly
mers), then the degradation of the material in the process zone is 
accompanied by significant plastic deformation. Plastic deforma
tion is associated with dislocation motion in metals, which is asso
ciated with fatigue [3]. In glassy polymers, plastic deformation is 
associated with the formation of crazes [24] which govern crack 
propagation due to fatigue. The net accumulation of these plastic 
strains through the loading history can be directly linked to the 
plastically dissipated energy and therefore the plastically dissi
pated energy may be a suitable measure for evaluating crack 
propagation. 

The iterative procedure for establishing the discrete propaga
tion rate, DajN, which is the discrete equivalent of the continuous 
crack propagation rate, da/dN, after each load cycle as described 
in [11] is summarized here for clarity. At the end of a load cycle, 
the accumulated plastically dissipated energy, Wp, is determined 
by evaluating this quantity in a discrete domain (the dissipation 
domain, D) in front of the crack tip, as shown in Fig. 1. The dissipa
tion domain is chosen so as to fully enclose the reverse plastic zone 
formed at the end of the first loading cycle. The crack propagates 

In high cycle regime, plastic deformations are quite small and their numerical 
computation can become unreliable. This scheme is therefore most applicable to low 
cycle fatigue. 

by one element using a node release technique when Wp P WP ,cr 

where WP , is the critical plastically dissipated energy. cr 

Alternatively, it is convenient to use the normalized dissipated 
energy Wp defined by 

Wp 

Wp ¼ : ð1Þ 
WP 

cr 

If Wp P 1:0, then the crack propagates. The dissipation domain 
moves with the crack tip (Fig. 1). Wp is re-evaluated in this new do
main and if greater than or equal to WP , the crack propagates by cr 

one more element. This procedure is repeated until Wp < WP incr 

the dissipation domain. Thus, after one load cycle, the crack may 
be stationary or propagate one or multiple elements. The critical 
plastically dissipated energy is assumed to be a material property. 

We note here that, when Wp is evaluated to be greater than or 
equal to 1.0, the crack extends by the size of one element ahead of 
the crack tip. As such, there is an inherent, apparent mesh depen
dency. However, since the crack propagation rate is not arbitrary 
but iteratively evaluated as described above, mesh independent re
sults are still obtained. For example, if the size of the growth ele
ment is reduced by half, then the above mentioned iterative 
evaluation would yield a crack extension of two elements instead 
of one. Thus, the crack propagation rate, DajN, is obtained as an 
output from the simulation. 

The implementation of the above algorithm in the commercially 
available FE simulation package ABAQUS [25] is described next. 

2.2. Implementation of cyclic analysis 

The work in Ref. [11] was based on a 2D assumption. We extend 
it here to 3D. Thus, the computational scheme for cyclic crack 
propagation in 3D, using the iterative algorithm described above, 
is implemented in the commercially available finite element simu
lation package ABAQUS [25]. The cycle by cycle simulation is auto
mated using its scripting interface. The ABAQUS Scripting Interface 
(ASI) is an object oriented extension library based on Python [26]. 
The implementation is divided into two main levels [10], Python 
level and ABAQUS level as shown in Fig. 2. The model description, 
mesh generation, load specifications, boundary conditions and 
other properties not required to be updated during cyclic analysis 
are done in ABAQUS/CAE using the Graphic User Interface. The de
tails of the crack interface are then passed onto the Python level. 

Fig. 2. Schematic of implementation in ABAQUS [25]. 
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The Python ASI is used to specify ‘‘equation constraints’’ [25] in 
ABAQUS to define the intact portion of the interface and to update 
the interface at the end of each cycle as required by the crack prop
agation algorithm. Normal, frictionless contact formulation avail
able in ABAQUS is prescribed at the crack wake to account for 
plasticity induced crack closure (PICC). The influence of roughness 
on closure can be accounted for by specifying the coefficient of fric
tion in normal contact using the friction formulation available in 
ABAQUS. The input file is generated and submitted for solving in 
the ABAQUS solver via the ASI. The resulting output database file 
is then probed using ASI to iteratively evaluate the magnitude of 
the plastically dissipated energy in the dissipation domain and 
determine the position of the new crack tip. The intact portion of 
the interface is redefined to incorporate the updated crack length. 
The contact definitions are updated to include the newly formed 
surface behind the crack tip. The previous converged state is im
ported to the interface updated model and the next cycle simu
lated. This whole sequence is implemented as a recursive 
algorithm which calls itself as many times as specified by the user, 
which corresponds to the total number of cycles to be simulated. 

3. Finite element model description 

In this study, cyclic crack growth in a middle-crack tension M(T) 
specimen is simulated, see Fig. 3. Only the right half of the speci
men is modeled due to symmetries of the loading and geometry 
and appropriate boundary conditions are imposed along the verti
cal symmetry line (Fig. 3). The specimen is of height, H, width 2B, 
and thickness 0.1B. For this case, H = 2B. All dimensions are nor
malized with respect to half width of the specimen, B. The speci
men with an initial half crack length, a = 0.2B, is shown in Fig. 3. 
The coordinate system is chosen such that the initial crack tip is 
at the origin. Symmetry boundary conditions are specified at the 
mid-plane, Z = 0, which corresponds to the center plane of the 
specimen. Therefore, only half the thickness (0.05B) is modeled. 

A linear-elastic, perfectly plastic constitutive material behavior 
is assumed, with a yield strength, rys = 1. The elastic modulus nor
malized with respect to the yield strength is, E = 350, consistent 
with engineering materials such as aluminum (rys = 200 MPa, 
E = 350 * 200 = 70 GPa), steel (rys = 600 MPa, E = 350 * 600 = 
210 GPa). Poisson’s ratio is taken to be m = 0.3. The specimen is sub
ject to cyclic stress of magnitude, r, applied at the top and bottom 

edges as depicted in Fig. 3. A triangular, purely tensile load cycle is 
prescribed where the stress, r, varies linearly between rmin = 0 and 
rmax = 1/3. 

The half thickness model consists of 16 layers of 8 noded iso
parametric ’C3D8R’ brick elements with reduced integration. The 
mesh through the thickness has bias ratio of 3, having finer mesh 
towards the free surface and coarser mesh towards the mid-plane. 
A refined structured mesh is used in a rectangular region (in XY 
plane) along the simulated crack path as shown in Fig. 3 to enable 
crack propagation via a node release technique. Fatigue crack prop
agation is a progressive process occurring during the entire load 
cycle. However, the use of finite size load increments and cyclic 
crack growth in increments of the element size discretize this 
otherwise smooth physical process. There is no clear consensus 
on the appropriate scheme for crack advance in FE simulations of 
fatigue crack propagation [27]. McClung and Sehitoglu [28] com
pared three schemes:node release at maximum load, minimum 
load and immediately after maximum load. They observed no sig
nificant differences between the three schemes with respect to 
crack opening load levels. In this study, following numerous other 
researchers [11,29–31], crack propagation is accomplished by 
releasing the constraints on the current crack front nodes at the 
end of the load cycle, i.e., at minimum load. 

The forward plastic zone formed during loading and the reverse 
plastic zone formed during unloading is illustrated in Fig. 4. The 
contours of the ‘‘active yield flag’’ [25] variable in ABAQUS are plot
ted at maximum and minimum load at the end of the first load cy
cle to determine the forward and reverse plastic zones 
respectively. Due to constraint from the bulk at the interior section, 
the plastic zones are smaller at the mid-plane than near the free 
surface. Based on recommendations in the literature [31,32], the 
mesh refinement is chosen such that the reverse plastic zone at 
the mid-plane is resolved with at least 3–4 elements. Conse
quently, the elements near the crack tip have a length of 
he = 5  X 10-4B. 

4. Results and discussion 

Two implementations of the plastically dissipated energy crite
rion to predict cyclic crack propagation in 3D are investigated. In 
the first implementation, the dissipation domain extends through 
the thickness of the specimen enforcing uniform crack growth. This 

Fig. 3. Symmetry section of Middle–Tension M(T) specimen with applied loading and boundary conditions. 



Fig. 4. Plastic regions developing during cyclic loading around a crack tip. The 
plastic wake develops when the crack propagates through the plastic region [11]. 
The forward and reverse plastic zone at the end of first loading and unloading cycle 
respectively near the free surface and at the mid-plane are shown with the chosen 
mesh size. 

simple 3D extension is called the constant front crack growth mod
el henceforth. This model is shown to reproduce previous results 
obtained using 2D analysis in Ref. [11] for crack growth rate 
changes accompanying a single overload event. Subsequently, a 
more general 3D model is investigated. In this case, a local dissipa
tion domain is associated with each node along the crack front, 
allowing for the possibility of tunneled profiles as the crack 
propagates. 

4.1. Constant front crack growth model 

First, we investigate the case of a dissipation domain extending 
through the thickness to simulate cyclic crack growth in 3D. The 
dissipation domain, D, is assumed to be shaped in the form of a cu
boid that extends through the thickness as shown in Fig. 5. This 
discrete dissipation domain also has thickness, t, equal to the thick
ness of the specimen and encloses a set of elements, ED, and nodes, 
ND. The total plastically dissipated energy of all the elements with
in the dissipation domain is given by X 
WpðDÞ ¼  We

P ; ð2Þ 
e2ED 

where Wp
e , is the plastic energy dissipated in an element within the 

domain. Wp(D) is then divided by the thickness of the dissipation 
domain to get the plastic energy dissipated per unit thickness. This 
value is then compared with the critical plastic energy dissipated 
per unit thickness using Wp as defined in the following equation: 

WpðDÞ=t
Wp ¼ : ð3Þ

Wp 
cr =t 

Crack extension is determined using the iterative algorithm dis
cussed earlier in Section 2, i.e., the crack propagates if Wp P 1 in  
the dissipation domain. To the knowledge of the authors, there is 
no published experimental data for the critical plastically dissi-

Fig. 5. Dissipation domain extending through the thickness of the specimen 
allowing only for a constant front crack growth. 

pated energy, WP , which is assumed to be a material constant. cr 

WP is selected based on preliminary numerical investigations so cr 

that a reasonable crack propagation rate can be achieved. The in-
plane dimensions of the dissipation domain are set based on the 
fact that plastically dissipated energy accumulates only in the re
verse plastic zone subsequent to the first loading cycle [6]. The 
maximum extent of the process zone where cyclic damage accu
mulates due to plastic deformation is thus limited to the size of 
the reverse plastic zone. The in-plane size of the dissipation do
main is thus chosen so as to fully enclose the reverse plastic zone 
formed at the end of the first load cycle. The size of the reversed 
plastic zone depend on the applied loading and the load ratio. 
The appropriate dimensions of the dissipation domain hence de
pend on the applied loading. The usefulness of this scheme in pre
dicting the effect of load interaction on the crack growth rate due 
to single tensile overload event is demonstrated by simulating cyc
lic crack growth in a relatively thin M(T) specimen shown in Fig. 3. 

4.1.1. Load interaction effects on fatigue crack growth 
Fig. 6 shows the discrete crack propagation rate, DajN, as a func

tion of the number of cycles, N, obtained by simulating cyclic crack 
propagation in a M(T) specimen under the application of a constant 
amplitude cyclic load and a single tensile overload case. The crack 
propagation rate, da/dN, at the end of each load cycle is given by, 
heX number of element released, where he is the size of the ele
ment (5 X 10-4B) in the XY plane. 

In the case of constant amplitude cyclic loading case (Fig. 6A), 
the crack extends by 2 elements at the end of first cycle. Due to 
yielding of virgin material, the plastically dissipated energy is high
er in the first cycle. Subsequent to the first cycle, the crack is prop
agating through previously yielded material which comparatively 
reduces the dissipation of plastic energy. A stable crack growth 
at the rate of one element per cycle is seen from cycles 2 to 51. 
As the crack advances, the size of the plastic region and the energy 
dissipated per cycle in the vicinity of the crack tip increases slowly. 
This is captured by the iterative algorithm and as a result, there is a 
transitional crack growth rate between cycles 51 and 61 where the 
crack growth rate alternates between one and two elements per 
cycle. Beyond cycle 61, the crack accelerates and propagates in 
increments of 2 elements per cycle until cycle 85 after which the 
analysis is terminated. Mesh convergence was confirmed by dou
bling the in-plane mesh refinement. Identical steady state crack 
growth rates were obtained in both the meshes and the total crack 
extension was within 1.5% of each other. 

The total crack extension, Da, as a function of the number of cy
cles, N, is shown in Fig. 7 (f0 = 1.00). A linear crack growth is ob
served from cycles 2 to 51, the constant slope of which 
corresponds to the crack growth rate of one element per cycle. A 
linear crack growth is again observed between cycles 61 and 81, 
with a steeper slope corresponding to the crack growth rate of 
two elements per cycle with the transition in slope occurring be
tween cycles 51 and 61. 

The fatigue crack growth rate is known to be influenced by load 
interaction effects during variable amplitude loading histories. 
Deviations from a constant amplitude load cycle result in crack 
growth transients in the form of crack acceleration and/or retarda
tion. It is experimentally well established that tensile overload cy
cles induce crack retardation and occasionally can even arrest 
crack growth [1,33,34]. In order to obtain fundamental under
standing of these load interaction effects, the effect of a single 
overload in an otherwise constant amplitude cycle has been exten
sively studied. The phenomenon of crack closure, wherein the 
crack faces come in contact with each other even when the applied 
load is tensile, tend to shield the crack tip from the full effect of the 
applied stresses [35]. Under mode I loading conditions, this shield
ing of the crack tip by plasticity, termed as plasticity induced crack 



A 

B 

Fig. 6. Discrete propagation rate, DajN, with the corresponding number of elements (right ordinate), as a function of the number of cycles, N, for (A) constant amplitude cyclic 
loading and (B) with a single tensile overload, using constant front crack growth model. 

closure, has been identified as the leading cause of retardation in 
cracks that have reached engineering length scales [33,36]. The 
plastically dissipated energy accounts for these closure effects 
which is confirmed in the following by simulating a single tensile 
overload in an otherwise constant amplitude cyclic loading. 

The magnitude of the single overload is characterized by the 
overload ratio fo = roverload/rmax. A single overload of 30% (fo = 1.3) 
is applied at the 15th cycle. The crack extension, Da, in terms of 
the number of elements released at the end of each cycle as ob
tained from the single overload simulation is shown in Fig. 6B. 

The crack propagates at the rate of one element per cycle from 
cycle 2 to cycle 14. Due to the overload at the fifteenth cycle, the 
crack extends by 4 elements and then continues to propagate 
one element per cycle until cycle 20. The effect of the single over
load is to retard the crack growth. This is not seen immediately 
after the overload cycle but beyond the 20th cycle where the crack 
propagates intermittently and extends one element after several 
cycles. This intermittent crack growth continues until the 120th 
cycle. Beyond the 120th cycle, the crack regains its pre-overload 
rate and propagates at the rate of one element per cycle. In con
trast, the crack propagates at one element per cycle until the 
50th cycle in the constant amplitude case, Fig. 6A. 

The crack retardation due to the overload is also clearly evident 
in Fig. 7, which compares crack extension for the constant ampli
tude and tensile overload case. For example, a crack extension of 
0.03 is achieved after 57 cycles with constant amplitude loading. 
For the tensile overload case, the same crack extension requires 
125 cycles, thus extending the life by an additional 68 cycles. 
Experimental observations of crack growth transients following a 
single tensile overload reveal three stages [34]; an initial crack 
acceleration stage immediately after the overload cycle, followed 
by a delayed retardation and finally crack growth resumes to the 
pre-overload rate. These three stages are distinctly predicted in 
the current implementation of the plastically dissipated energy cri
terion as seen in Fig. 7. The magnitude and extent of retardation is 
typically characterized by the parameters, Nd and DaOL. Nd, as  
shown in Fig. 7, is the number of cycles affected by the single ten
sile overload (applied after 15 cycles) after which crack growth re
sumes the pre-overload rate. 

The overload affected crack growth increment, DaOL, can be 
found by plotting the discrete crack growth rate, DajN, as a function 
of the crack length, a, as shown in Fig. 8. Thus, the current simula
tion show all the features associated with crack retardation follow
ing a single tensile overload and the retardation parameters, Nd 
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Fig. 7. Constant front crack growth model results showing the effect of single Fig. 8. Constant front crack growth model results showing a delayed retardation 
overload on the crack extension. following a single tensile overload. 



Fig. 9. Local dissipation domain governing each crack front node. The dissipation 
domain extends half the size of the element on either side of the crack front node. 

and DaOL can be obtained directly as an output from the finite ele
ment analysis. 

4.2. Evolution of crack front based on the plastically dissipated energy 
criterion 

In this section, we discuss a more general implementation that 
considers the variation of the plastically dissipated energy through 
the thickness. Each crack front node is governed by a local dissipa
tion domain positioned ahead of the crack front and extending half 
the size of the element on either side of the node as shown in Fig. 9. 
The thickness of the local dissipation domain, tz, is therefore equal 
to the size of the element in the thickness direction. The iterative 
algorithm for evaluating crack propagation as discussed earlier 
determines the extension of a single crack front node. The algo
rithm is then looped through all the nodes along the crack front 
sequentially. Thus the crack front nodes can extend independent 
of the neighboring nodes, allowing for non-straight, or tunneled, 
crack growth through the thickness. 

4.2.1. Constant critical plastically dissipated energy 
The numerical scheme considering a local dissipation domain 

ahead of each crack front node and capable of growing cracks with 
a tunneled profile is used to simulate cyclic crack growth in the 
M(T) specimen (Fig. 3). The dissipation domain is chosen to be a cu
boid (Fig. 9), again with the in-plane dimensions chosen so as to 

Fig. 10. Comparison of reverse tunneling profile in increments of 10 cycles for (A) constant amplitude cyclic loading and (B) single overload. The overload is applied at the 
30th cycle with a overload ratio of 1.3. These reverse tunneling crack front profiles are obtained by considering the variation of the plastically dissipated energy along the 
crack front. 



fully enclose the reverse plastic zone formed at the end of the first 
load cycle. Due to residual stresses, smaller reverse plastic zones 
are formed in subsequent cycles. The crack front profiles obtained 
as a result of considering the variation of the plastically dissipated 
energy along the crack front is shown in Fig. 10. The crack front 
profiles are plotted in increments of 10 cycles. 

The crack initially grows near the free surface where the condi
tions are close to plane stress (Fig. 10). The size of the plastic zone 
and the magnitude of the plastically dissipated energy at the free 
surface are larger than at the mid-plane. Due to the out-of-plane 
constraint from the surrounding material, conditions are close to 
plane strain near the mid-plane of the specimen, suppressing plas
tic yielding and dissipation. The maximum plastic dissipation oc
curs not at the free surface but in a layer close to the free 
surface. As a result, crack growth is largest at the layer adjacent 
to the free surface and decreases continuously towards the mid-
plane forming a reverse tunneling crack front profile. This profile 
is not typically seen in metals but have been observed in fatigue 
testing of ductile polymer foams [37]. Reverse crack front profiles 
have also been observed during fracture tests at the root of side 
grooved specimen [38]. 

The effect of the single overload on the crack front profiles is 
also shown in Fig. 10. The single overload is applied at the 30th cy
cle with an overload ratio of 1.3. Comparing the crack front profiles 
at the 30th cycle (highlighted in Fig. 10), the magnitude of imme
diate crack acceleration caused by the overload varies through the 
thickness. The largest crack growth increment occurs close to the 
free surface and reduces quickly towards the mid-plane. Following 
this acceleration, crack retardation is observed. For example, the 
increment in half crack length occurring at the mid-plane after 
60 cycles in the case of constant amplitude loading requires nearly 
120 cycles with the application of a single overload at the 30th cy
cle. The tunneling parameter, Tp, is defined as the difference be
tween the maximum and minimum crack length of the crack 
front as illustrated in Fig. 10 (crack front after 130 cycles). For 
the case of the constant amplitude cyclic loading, a steadily rising 
value of Tp is observed in Fig. 11 indicating that crack growth oc
curs with an increasingly reverse tunneled profile. 

From Fig. 11, it can be seen that the single tensile overload at 
the 30th cycle causes an immediate increase in the magnitude of 
the tunneling. This is due to higher crack acceleration close to 
the free surfaces, where the plastic dissipation is maximum. How
ever, under continued cyclic loading, crack growth at the free sur
face retards considerably causing the crack front at the mid-plane 
to catch up with the free surface. This causes considerable reduc
tion in, Tp, and at the 110th cycle, the crack front has a forward tun
neling profile (Fig. 10). Subsequently, after the 110th cycle, the 
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Fig. 11. Effect of the single tensile overload on the magnitude of reverse tunneling. 

crack grows again into a reverse tunneling front with a steady in
crease in its magnitude. Thus, the single tensile overload not only 
retards crack growth, but also reduces the tunneling. 

Contrary to the above results, crack growth experiments on 
specimens made of ductile metals such as aluminum and steel al
loys reveal that the crack generally grows at the midsection first 
followed by the rest of the crack front. This results in a thumb nail 
shaped crack front or a forward tunneling profile commonly re
ferred to as crack tunneling [39,40]. This forward tunneling profile 
is attributed to the varying stress constraint through the crack 
front. 

4.2.2. Critical plastically dissipated energy as a function of triaxiality 
Numerous earlier investigations of fatigue crack growth have 

revealed a strong 3-D effect along the crack front (through the 
thickness) on important features such as crack closure levels 
[41,42]. The crack front is subjected to a multi-axial state of stress 
that varies along the crack front, influencing the size and shape of 
the plastic zone. It is well known that a multi-axial state of stress 
significantly alters the ductility, fracture and fatigue properties of 
materials [43]. Under the application of a very high pure hydro
static tension, ductile materials become brittle and under a very 
high pure hydrostatic pressure, even brittle materials become duc
tile [43]. The effect of stress state on ductility under monotonic 
loading has been quantified through the use of triaxiality factor 
introduced by Davis and Connelly [44]. The triaxiality factor (TF) 
is defined as the ratio of the octahedral normal stress to the octa
hedral shear stress: 

roct r1 þ r2 þ r3TF ¼ ¼qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
soct 2 2 2ðr1 - r2 Þ þ ðr2 - r3Þ þ ðr3 - r1 Þ

rh¼ pffiffiffi ð4Þ 
rv 2=3 

where r1,2,3 are the principal stresses, rv the von Mises effective 
stress and rh the hydrostatic stress. Rice and Tracey [45] defined 
the triaxiality parameter as the ratio of the mean normal stress to 
the von Mises effective stress and showed that the void enlarge
ment rate during fracture of ductile solids is exponentially ampli
fied by the stress triaxiality ahead of the crack tip. More details of 
constraint effects on fracture can be found in Ref. [46]. A modified 
triaxiality factor, TFs, applicable for both proportional and non-pro
portional cyclic loadings was proposed by Park and Nelson [47] who 
defined TFs as the ratio between the hydrostatic stress and equiva
lent deviatoric stress amplitudes [47]. 

rhaTFs ¼ ð5Þ
Seq 

where rha is the hydrostatic stress amplitude and Seq is defined as 
rffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 

Seq ¼ 
3 

S2 
ija 

ð6Þ
8 

where Sija 
is the deviatoric stress amplitude. 

In the current investigation, following Park and Nelson [47], the 
effect of the multi-axial stress state at the crack front is accounted 
for using TFs as the triaxiality factor. A multiaxiality factor, MF, pro
posed by Marloff et al. [48] is used to relate the triaxiality factor to 
the ductility of the material. The multiaxiality factor is given by the 
expression: 

MF ¼ 2kðTFs -1Þ : ð7Þ 

k is an experimentally determined material constant, assumed to be 
equal to 1 in the present case. The physical significance of multiax
iality factors and their relevance in low cycle fatigue loading is dis
cussed in, for example, Ref. [49]. 



The critical plastically dissipated energy, Wp , is ‘‘corrected’’ by cr 

the multiaxiality factor to account for the effect of constraint on 
the ductility of the material. Crack propagation is evaluated by 
comparing Wp with WP*, the effective critical plastically dissipated cr 

energy defined as: 

Wp 

WP* cr ð8Þcr ¼ MF 

Crack propagation in the M(T) specimen is simulated. The in-plane 
(XY plane) shape of the dissipation domain is assumed to be a rect
angle as illustrated in Fig. 9. The size of the rectangle is chosen so as 
to fully enclose the reversed plastic zone formed at the free surface 
after the first loading cycle. The in plane mesh refinement is such 
that the reverse plastic zone is discretized with a minimum of 3– 
4 elements. The half thickness model consists of 9 layers of ele
ments through the thickness, the mesh being biased towards the 
free surface with a bias ratio of 6. The thickness of the element lay
ers decreases from the mid-plane of the specimen towards the free 
surface in order to better resolve the large stress gradients at the 
free surface [50]. The evolution of the crack front under cyclic load
ing using the model that takes into account the variation of the 
plastically dissipated energy and the stress constraint through the 
thickness at the crack front is shown in Fig. 12. Crack growth pro
files are shown in increments of 15 cycles. Although only a half 
thickness model was analyzed, the results are reflected about the 
mid-plane and plotted for clarity. As evident, the crack propagates 
faster at the mid-surface than at the free surface forming a forward 
tunneled crack front, commonly observed in fatigue tests of ductile 
materials [39]. The convergence of the crack front profile with mesh 
size was confirmed by varying the number of elements through the 
thickness keeping the bias ratio and in-plane refinement fixed. 

The magnitude of the tunneling is quantified by the crack front 
tunneling parameter, Tp, defined earlier as the difference between 
the maximum and minimum crack length at the crack front 
(Fig. 12). Fig. 13 shows the tunneling parameter, Tp, vs. number 
of load cycles for cyclic loading at a constant amplitude and with 
a single tensile overload. Tp has a value of 0.001 after first cycle 
and remains constant till the 11th cycle. This indicates that the 
crack attained a forward tunneled profile immediately after the 
application of the first load cycle and propagated with the same 
front till cycle 11. After cycle 11, there is an alternating increase 
and decrease in the value of Tp indicating an alternating tunneling 
and flattening crack front profile. The driving force for crack 
growth at the mid-plane is reduced ahead of a tunneled crack 
and the crack front becomes more uniform (straight). The driving 

Fig. 12. Forward tunneling crack profile in increments of 15 cycles obtained from 
the model that accounts for the variation of the plastically dissipated energy and 
the multi-axial stress state ahead of the crack front. 
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Fig. 13. Tunneling parameter for a constant amplitude and single overload cyclic 
loading. 

force again increases at the mid-plane, ahead of the flattened front 
and crack tunnels. For the case of constant amplitude cycling, there 
is a jump in the value of Tp to 0.002 at 41 cycle indicating an in
crease in the magnitude of the tunneling. There is again an alter
nate increase and decrease and the crack front tunnels further at 
cycle 56 and a similar pattern continues. Lan et al. [51] reported 
similar observations based on experimental and 3D finite element 
investigation of straight and tunneled crack fronts. Their investiga
tions, based on a stationary crack with straight and tunneled pro
file, clearly showed a reduction in the driving force at the mid-
plane of a tunneled crack compared to that ahead of a flat crack. 

For a single tensile overload with f0 = 1.3 applied at the 40th cy
cle, the analysis predicts a reduction in the tunneling magnitude. Tp 

alternates between 0.002 and 0.0015 till cycle 97 and then remains 
constant at 0.0015 till cycle 115. A further reduction in Tp is ob
served after 115th cycle indicating a straighter crack front. The ef
fect of the overload varies along the crack front due to the variation 
of the size of the overload plastic zones across the thickness. The 
crack front propagating through the overload plastic zone experi
ences a mismatch (acceleration at the free surface, retardation at 
the mid-plane). Due to this mismatch, a reduction in the tunneling 
magnitude is observed and the crack propagated with a much flat
ter crack front in the overload effected zone. 

5. Concluding remarks 

Simulations of 3D crack propagation under cyclic loading based 
on the plastically dissipated energy has been investigated. The 
propagation criterion is based on a condition that relates the accu
mulation of plastically dissipated energy to a critical value. To this 
end, the accumulated plastically dissipated energy is integrated 
over a discrete cuboid domain ahead of the crack front and the 
crack propagates when the criterion is fulfilled. The propagation 
rate is not specified, but results from an iterative evaluation of 
the propagation criterion. 

Two types of implementation of the plastically dissipated en
ergy criterion were investigated. In the first implementation, the 
dissipation domain extends through the thickness enforcing a con
stant front crack growth. This implementation was shown to qual
itatively predict all the features of load interaction effects 
accompanying a single overload event in an otherwise constant 
amplitude load cycle. 

The second and general implementation considered the varia
tion of the plastically dissipated energy through the thickness by 



having a local dissipation domain defined ahead of each crack front 
node. Accounting for the effect of the multi-axial stress state on the 
critical plastically dissipated energy led to a forward tunneling 
crack front profile. If the effect of the multi-axial stress state is ig
nored, the crack evolved to a reverse tunneling profile. The results 
from a single overload event for both cases predict a decrease in 
the tunneling and a relatively flatter crack front propagation in 
the overload effected zone. 

These predictions are pending experimental validation. How
ever, the results suggest the possible applicability of the plastically 
dissipated energy criterion to simulate a range of crack propaga
tion responses. In the current form, the approach may be used 
for parametric studies. A quantitative development and calibration 
of the critical plastically dissipated energy and its dependence on 
crack front fields requires significant experimental work which 
will be considered in future. 
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